
GENETIC CLONING

The term cloning describes a number of different processes that can be used to produce genetically identical copies of a
biological entity.

Somatic Cell Nuclear Transfer Somatic cell nuclear transfer SCNT , also called nuclear transfer, uses a
different approach than artificial embryo twinning, but it produces the same result: an exact genetic copy, or
clone, of an individual. She was born on 5 July but not announced to the world until 22 February  By
manipulating the environment that the human hair cells grow, induction or expansion of hair cells occurs. Both
cell types have the ability to proliferate indefinitely and some studies show that after 60 cycles of cell division,
stem cells can accumulate mutations that could lead to cancer. These twins are produced when a fertilized egg
splits, creating two or more embryos that carry almost identical DNA. Natural selection has no purpose;
humans alone have purposes and they alone may introduce them into their evolution. Here we focus on
reproductive cloning of organisms. In , another endangered type of ox, called the Banteg, was successfully
cloned. Therefore before library screening can be done, the scientist must know either the DNA sequence of
the gene, or a very similar gene, the protein that the gene produces, or a DNA marker that has been mapped
very close to the gene. These plasmid vectors contain many short DNA sequences that can be cut with
different commonly available restriction enzymes. Controversies Bacterial plasmids used in gene cloning
naturally contain genes that encode some form of antibiotic resistance. The vector which is frequently circular
is linearised using restriction enzymes , and incubated with the fragment of interest under appropriate
conditions with an enzyme called DNA ligase. The copied material is called a clone. Reproductive cloning
may require the use of a surrogate mother to allow development of the cloned embryo, as was the case for the
most famous cloned organism, Dolly the sheep. The embryo will become genetically identical to the patient.
Gel electrophoresis is a technique used to separate charged molecules on the basis of size and charge. In ,
researchers produced the first genetically identical mice by splitting mouse embryos in the test tube and then
implanting the resulting embryos into the wombs of adult female mice. Step 5: The bacteria is grown on a
culture dish and allowed to grow into colonies. Reproductive cloning In reproductive cloning, a genetic
engineer removes a mature somatic cell any cell except for reproductive cells from an organism and transfers
the DNA into an egg cell that has had its own DNA removed, according to the NHGRI. Sheep cloned by
nuclear transfer from a cultured cell line. Since they developed from the same fertilized egg, the resulting
individuals are genetically identical. A very elaborate diet free of phenylalanine allows the patient to survive
and reproduce if started early in life. Proteins that are produced from recombinant DNA molecules are called
recombinant proteins. Two common methods of therapeutic cloning that are being researched are somatic-cell
nuclear transfer and, more recently, pluripotent stem cell induction. Finally, the egg is implanted into the
uterus of a female of the same species as the egg. Below, find out how natural identical twins are similar to
and different from clones made through modern cloning technologies. When the sperm and egg join, they
grow into an embryo with two setsâ€”one from the father's sperm and one from the mother's egg. More than
million people in the world suffer from mental impairments due in good part to the genetic endowment they
inherited from their parents. The successfully developed embryos are then placed in surrogate recipients, such
as a cow or sheep in the case of farm animals. In practice, localization of the gene to a chromosome or
genomic region does not necessarily enable one to isolate or amplify the relevant genomic sequence.
Dominant disorders are caused by the presence of a single copy of the defective allele, so that the disorder is
expressed in heterozygous individuals: those having one normal and one defective allele. Genetics Generation
is committed to providing impartial and clear information that is engaging and accessible so that everyone can
build a strong foundation for informed decision making. In a bovine experiment involving 70 cloned calves,
one-third of the calves died quite young.


